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Top result at the LHC

New particle discovery in 2012 and its 
identification with Higgs boson of Standard 
model is the top achievement of 
experiments  ATLAS and CMS at the Large 
Hadron Collider  in Run1

Nobel prize 2013 in physics  demonstrates this 
statement :

François Englert (left) and Peter Higgs at CERN 

on 4 July 2012, on the occasion of the announcement

of the discovery of a Higgs boson by the ATLAS and 

CMS experiments (Image: Maximilien Brice/CERN)
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What could be the next step

 Search for new particles is the direct 

search for new physics beyond 

the standard model   

Dark matter is the part of this search 

program 

 Experiments at the LHC may provide 

more direct clues about dark matter
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Dark matter in universe

This image shows the 
distribution of dark 
matter, galaxies, and 
hot gas in the core of 
the merging galaxy 
cluster Abell 520. The 
result could present a 
challenge to basic 
theories of dark 
matter.

Estimated distribution of dark matter and dark 

energy in the universe. Image Credit: NASA

Many theories say the dark matter 

particles would be light enough to be 

produced at the LHC.
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ATLAS detector
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Missing energy measurement

Distribution of Etmiss as measured in a data 

sample of Z(ee) –left, and Z(μμ) – right, in 

comparison with MC.
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Collider searches for dark matter

Popular dark matter candidate –

Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP, χ)

Production and detection at LHC:

Reaction  pp→ χ͞χ + X

Some 

unknown 

intermediate

state

These studies are sensitive to 

low DM masses (mχ ≤ 10 GeV), 

and therefore provide 

information

complementary to direct DM 

searches, which are

most sensitive to larger DM 

masses.

Diagram example  

→
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Outlines 
Results in pp collisions at √s = 8 TeV:

 Search with photon and Etmiss (arXiv:1411.1559, 6 Nov.2014)

 Search for dark matter in events with a hadronically decaying 

W or Z boson and missing transverse momentum    –
Phys.Rev.Lett. 112, 041802 (2014)

 Search for dark matter in events with a Z boson and missing 

transverse momentum – Phys.Rev.D 90, 012004 (2014)

 Search for dark matter in events with heavy quarks and 

missing transverse momentum – arXiv:1410.4031, subm. to EPJC

 Search for new particles in events with one lepton and

missing transverse momentum – JHEP 09 (2014) 037

 Searches with SUSY
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Events with photon and Etmiss (arXiv:1411.1559, 6 Nov.2014)

Production of pairs of dark-matter particles (χχ͞) via effective 

q͞q χχ͞-vertex(a), s-channel mediator V(b),  γγχχ͞-vertex(c) 

SR

Limits at 90% CL on the EFT suppression scale 

M_* as a function of the WIMP mass mχ for the 

vector operator D5 (left) and D9.
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Hadronically decaying W or Z boson and missing 

transverse momentum 

Observed limits on the effective theory mass scale 

M* as a function of mχ at 90% CL from combined 

mono-W-boson and mono-Z-boson signals for 

various operators. For each operator, the values 

below the corresponding line are excluded.

Data and different MC in CR

Distribution of mjet in the 

data and for BG in the 

SR with ET
miss > 350 GeV

(top) and ET
miss > 500 

GeV (bottom). Also shown 

are the combined mono-W-

boson and mono-Z-boson signal 

distributions with mχ=1 GeV and 

M*=1 TeV for the D5 destructive 

and D5 constructive cases, scaled 

by factors defined in the legends.
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Dark matter in events with a Z boson and 

missing transverse momentum

Observed 90% C.L. upper limits on the chi-nucleon scattering 

cross section as a function of m_{chi} for the spin-dependent (a) 

and spin-independent (b) D9 effective operators mediating the 

interaction of the dark-matter particles with the qq initial state.

a b

90% C.L. lower limits on the mass 

scale, M* of considered EFTs as a 

function of mχ For each operator, 

the values below the corresponding 

line are excluded.

Simulated samples of ZZ background, effective 

field theories of dark-matter interaction with a 

qq initial state (D1, D5, and D9 and interaction 

with a Z/gamma* intermediate state, and the 

scalar-mediator theory.

M ET distributions after all event selections 

other than the MET thresholds for the 

observed data;
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Events with heavy quarks and missing 

transverse momentum

Dominant Feynman diagrams for DM production in 

conjunction with (a) a single b-quark and (b) a 

heavy quark (bottom or top) pair using an effective 

field theory approach.

a b

Example of DM 

production in the b-

FDM model.

SR1 SR2 SR3

SR4
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Search for new particles in events with one 

lepton and missing transverse momentum
JHEP 09 (2014) 037

Strategy for searching:
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Experimental data with muons (right) and electrons (left) 

for mT > 252 GeV

Open histograms are W′ → ℓν signals added to the background
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Results (1) 
Expected and observed mass 

limits  for W’ and W*

No significant excess above SM expectations 15



Results (2)
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Summary of ATLAS searches for electroweak production 

of charginos and neutralinos (left) 

Exclusion limits at 95% CL for 8 TeV analyses in the (m(gluino), m(neutralino1)) 

plane for the Gttsimplified model where a pair of gluinos decays promptly via off-

shell stop to four top quarks and two lightest neutralinos (LSP)   (right) 19



Model independent general search 

for new phenomena

We look forward for new data at energy 13-14 TeV

in Run 2!
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